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The first little awakening 
(a tiny eBook about spiritual realization) 

 

 

 

This short text is predominantly adressed to all who already gained some introspective experience 

and are now openening up to the chance to walk the pathless path towards enlightenment, i.e. ego-

transcendence. 

Due to simplicity, readibility and aesthetic questions, I chose to use the terms enlightenment, 

awakening, ego-transcendence, stream entry (which is in fact the first enlightenment stage) 

interchangably.  

Later in the text, we will have a short discussion about the four stages of enlightenment. 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Spiritual awakening is an authentic phenomenon. It is neither a fairy tale, a made-up myth or 

anything like that.  

It is indeed possible, right here and now and in this very lifetime, to realize enlightenment. The 

ultimate proof for this statement can only be to experience it first-hand. Conventionally speaking, a 

large catalogue of both classical and modern reports of authentic enlightenments can be found. In 

the „Resources“ section in the end, we will name a few. 

 

~ 

 

Enlightenment is, fundamentally speaking, to realize the inherent true nature of the mind that can be 

set free or become visible as ever-free from (artificial) egoic constraints. 

We can be free from energy-consuming judgments about ourselves and our (social) environment. We   

can be free from mental traps, pointless loops of negative thinking and made-up mental stories, 

fictious timewarps in our head and the suffering it can bring to us. We can reveal the timeless and 

already existing inner stillness and peace and know ourselves as that nothingness (and even less then 

this nothingness as to not cling to the perception of this nothingness). We can fundamentally mute 

the inner critic. 

Spiritual awakening brings the famous and much talked about inner longing for lasting fulfillment to 

an end.  

Awakened beings lay their life in the hands of the universe at large, having set their egos down and 

transcended them. They embody an all-encompassing trust to everything that happens, because 

their mind is unrestricted by egoic misinterpretations. This is the same as to state that they are 

unconditionally in peace with whatever is and however life unfolds. 

Their way of being happens to be like that because they are one with everything. At the highest 

enlightenment stage, this even means trinity (perceiver, perceived and perception are one, the 

artificial subject-object distinction vanishes).  

The enlightened perspective has nothing at all to do with a state of denial and seeing life through 
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rose-coloured glasses.  

Enlightenment means finding peace at the bottom of being, in pure consciousness, in the 

Dharmakaya, in which things are seen only as they are and not even a little different. 

 

 

 

 

~ 

 

When he was asked, what differentiates him from a „usual person“, the completely enlightened 

master responded:  

 

„When I eat, I eat. When I walk, I walk. When I am tired, I go to sleep“ 

 

~ 

 

Spiritual awakening is not an idea and has nothing to do with a belief in the sense of a pure 

imagination. 

Interestingly, awakening isn’t even spiritual, since all clichées, false assumptions, unrealistic 

expectations, etc. about awakening are unraveled and destroyed through actual enlightenment. 

Enlightenment is being thrown back to naked reality. 

 

We can’t stretch enough that enlightenment is not a thought, not a thought-composition and 

therefore concept, not a feeling, not any other skandha, not a distintict feature of (a made-up 

separate & personal) consciousness, neither any other appearance (enlightenment is not to be found 

in the realm of Dependent Origination, read Majjhima Nikaya, Sutta 38 for more info on that). 

 

It is neither an experience nor a state. This is incomprehensible to the thought-mind and can only be 

truly understood through the actual experience, when one passes the Gateless Gate. Authentic 

enlightenment cannot be accurately put into words: 

 

„The Tao, which can be shown [or named], is not the actual Tao“  

– Laotse [first sentence of the Tao te Ching] 

 

In short: Since we ultimately can’t understand or explain enlightenment completely with thought – 

and because the real goal is to make the realization ourselves – we now continue with a method, 

which has brought countless people throughout several centuries to enlightenment.  

Many different approaches and paths towards enlightenment do indeed exist, and they have 

delivered for long time as well. The method we will introduce now has successfully worked for me 

and the people I know. 

I want to throw in that the wide-spread statement in spiritual circles that „You are already 

enlightened“ is ironically true and only true from the enlightened perspective. It is true that 

everyone’s most fundamentally essence is the enlightened buddha-essence, which can’t be lost (or 

gained), can’t really be obscured and yet – it can be overlooked. 

If the direct pointing „you are already enlightened and can’t do anything either“ and similar 

statements are not made by a highly skilled master and a student that is open and let’s say 

„talented“ for this pointing, this statement is in fact no more then just meaningless words. And since 

they don’t reach the student at a deep enough level, they aren’t of any help.  

True spirituality fuels from honesty and everyone decides on her or their own, if statements like 



„everybody is already enlightened“ are used for good or to perpetuate denial and spiritual bypassing. 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Attention! Before I introduce our method, I want to underline and remind that I can’t take any 

accountability for the potential psychological and emotional effects that can result from using this 

technique. Each reader and practitioner of it should be supervised and consulted from an autorized 

spiritual teacher and in some cases even a doctor and psychotherapist to ensure their mental health 

and emotional wellbeing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Who am I?  

 

 

Notice before applying this technique:  

 

Many teachers see several months or even years of continous meditation practice as a prerequiste 

before introducing questions for awakening (so-called Koan) and similar strong methods for 

enlightenment. Especially grounding is absolutely and seriously a must-have before and during the 

path to enlightenment. Dear reader, please take this warning into consideration and take 

responsibility. 

 

~ 

 

Our path (there are many!) to enlightenment is to continously repeat the question „Who am I?“  

 

During the translation of this text from German to English, I encountered something interesting here. 

In German, the quesiton „Who am I?“ translates to „Was bin ich?“, shortened to „Wa bi“, the vowel 

pronounced like the english „a“ in „what“ and the „i“ like the english „ee“ in „free“ or „bee“.  

 

While the german short version „Wa bi“ provides accurate vowels for practice, since the „a“ has an 

opening effect to one’s mind and the „i“ a concentrating and deepening result, shortening „Who am 

I?“ in any way can lead to trouble from our point of view.  

 

The reason for our critical consideration is that the „who“-sound leads people too quickly into too 

extreme depth for introspective beginners or even advanced people. Some Zen schools / teachers 

even provide „Mu“ (pronounced like „moo“ and therefore exactly as „who“ from „who am I?“) as the 

first koan / enlightenment-question. „Mu“ can be found in the koan collection Mumon-Kan and is 

one of the most famous koans of all. 

While we respect everyone’s opinion and teaching style, our experience and point of view makes us 

discourage people to use „Mu“ in the beginning and only to apply it at the very end of the 

enlightenment path, long long after stream entry as the first stage has been reached.  

We recommend to stay away from using „who“ from „who am I?“ as well and would recommend to 

use „Wa bi“ as the short form of the german equivalent to „who am I?“, which is „Was bin ich?“.  

Let us talk about why we recommend this approach. First, the exact words/ question one uses to 



reach the first enlightenment stage doesn’t matter. Someone infamously even joked that you could 

even repeat „Cola Cola Cola“ if this syllabels are infused with the existential meaning they must have 

in order to provide the chance to lead you to stream entry, which is to realize that „form is 

emptiness“, which is the first enlightenment stage.  

But the mentioned existential meaning of the question must be in your mind and focus when you 

repeat the syllables silently in your mind. By avoidng the „moo“-ish „who“ and „Mu“ sounds, we just 

make sure that you go at a pace that goes hand in hand with enough stability.  

 

So, we go for „Wa bi“. When breathing in, we innerly speak „Wa“ and as we breath out, „bi“. We 

breath into the Hara, the energy center in our belly, that is located two finger wide underneath our 

navel. The Hara is the seat of the existential, for instance our elemental force, but also our fear of 

death.  

Repeating the syllables daily and in each moment we can, in natural connection to our breath and 

with existential devotion, we swing our whole being into the energy of the question until we become 

one with the question. 

 

Even if we stick to „Wa bi“ for technical reasons, the nature of our deepest essence is what we 

ponder at and want to „find out“.  

 

„Who am I?“ is in fact a cross-traditional spiritual question that leads to enlightenment. 

 

The famous indian sage Ramana Maharshi gave his students this method in the indian translation 

„Nan Yar?“. 

In Zen buddhism, as already mentioned, this question is used as a so-called Koan in the Rinzai-Zen 

tradition. 

Moreover, the antique greek Oracle of Delphi invited its visitors at the entrence to „Know yourself“, 

which of course wasn’t a hint to discuss, overthink and hyperidentify with the relative person or ego 

the visitor maybe thought (s)he was, but rather to discover the absolute and non-personal, unbound 

and liberating essence of oneself and everything. 

 

 

~ 

 

Back again to the method, the repetition of „Wa bi“: 

 

The repetition of this syllables reminds us of a mantra. After the question is asked in one’s mind, we 

DON’T intend to answer the question (intellectually), especially not through thinking.  

 

„Wabi“, although we repeat it constantly, has nothing to do with Dadaism. Practice is the repetion of 

„Wabi“ into the Hara. Practice can mean to write „Wa bi“ down again and again: „Wa bi wa bi wa bi 

wa bi ….“ Practice of course is embodied through formal meditation with the Koan / question „Wa 

bi“. 

 

(Over)thinking, discussing, doubting and the alike are not a type of practice and don’t lead one 

anywhere on the pathless path to enlightenment.  

 

In particular, the question „Who am I?“ is NOT (!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!) an intellectual question and it is 

against our intention to catalyze an endless philosophical discussion about it. The „answer“ to this 

question will arise on its own from deep within - in a moment of complete surrender and relaxation. 



Often, awakening happens during sleep, since the ego barriers go down and one can totally let go 

and relax. 

 

If the spiritual aspirant, similar to the known zen master Hakuin, will reach enlightenment by walking 

the path dramatically and heroically or through deeper and deeper relaxation, like his counterpart 

Dogen Zenji for instance did, doesn’t really matter in the end to the result. 

The final moment before enlightenment requires to let things completely be as they are and 

surrender. At least for one small instance, the ego has to sit down completely.  

Whether this letting go stems from gradually prolonged and deepened relaxation or through 

excessive effort, is irrelevant.  

Yet in both cases, a relentless determination is the only possibility to come to spiritual realization.  

Patience is in fact one of your greatest allies on the quest to enlightenment, i.e. ego-transcendence. 

 

With every repetition of the „Wabi“ syllables, you come closer to enlightenment. We want to repeat 

that the „a“ (spoken like in „what“) opens and widens the mind and the „i“ (spoken like in „bee“) 

builds concentration and lets you sink deeper and deeper. 

If you repeat „Wabi“ more and more often, certain effects kick in. You become more clear, 

concentrated and focused and the mind’s negativity gets „eaten“ by the syllables. Always remember 

to keep the „Wa“ connected to inbreath and the „bi to the outbreath.  

 

Finally, Wabi will make the energetic ego-blockages vanish, so that our inherent buddha nature 

reveals itself, which we then call enlightenment. 

 

We can practice Wabi in everyday life. For instance, if we walk. When we step left, we speak in our 

minds „Wa“, right step – „Bi“. When we cook and eat, we can practice: Putting the fork to the meal 

(„Wa“), and then putting the meal in our mouth „Bi“. Also, we can write ( Wa bi wa bi wa bi wa bi wa 

bi wa bi wa bi wa bi wa bi wa bi …..). Naturally, we can just repeat Wabi in our minds and of course, 

do formal meditation practice as well.  

 

One word about formal meditation:  

 

Do it at least once daily, for 30 minutes a session. Better would be do it two, three or at most, four 

times for at least 30 minutes. Between 30 and 45 minutes are the best sitting times, neurologically, 

this will provide the greatest depth and concentration. Through heightened concentration, it is 

possible to access the so-called Jhanas. These are concentrative states, that are linked to pleasant 

feelings. 

 

A big number of meditators already experienced (during the meditation) that an enthusiastic feeling 

came up, something like a mental „anchor“ and maybe even a pleasant and radiant energetic „coat“, 

which covered their whole body. The „anchor“ is „access concentration“, the enthusiasm is the first 

Jhana and the „happiness-coat“ the second Jhana. 

When adressing the Jhanas, we have to underline the danger of addiction. Under all circumstances, 

we discourage attachment to the Jhanas when can result from the attempt to access them again and 

again willingly to gain fluent states of subtle joy. Jhana-addiction can lead to very serious 

psychological and physical issues and has nothing to do with progress on the pathless path to 

enlightenment. 

 

Second, we want to make clear that Jhana states are often confused with spiritual awakenings. 

Sometimes, Jhana-addicted spiritual teachers even promote, consciously or unconsciously, Jhanas as 



the holy grail and the ultimate spiritual solution. 

Due to lack of experience and knowledge, confusing Jhanas with awakening is likely and happens 

often.  

Higher Jhanas in fact provide the spiritual practitioner with a feeling of an infinite expansion of the 

mind, sometimes even a drug-like feeling of flying/floating through the space one is in, feelings of 

effortlessness can manifest as well. While from the superficial point of view, all these characteristics 

seem to have much to do with enlightenment, they in reality don’t. Stream entry as the first 

authentic enlightenment stage in fact has a „tasteless“ character to it. 

The term „tasteless“, which originates from Zen buddhism, points to the fact that the first 

enlightenment stage doesn’t infuse the practitioner with any sort of a „high“, but is much more in 

alignment with returning back to grounded simplicity of how things are and to the real, unfilitered, 

open true nature of the mind. 

 

Interestingly, it’s unnecessary to be in a Jhana or even have a „talent“ for Jhanas, to realize 

enlightenment. Especially the „Wabi“-method we present here, will make the practitioner fall 

through the Jhanas in the moment of stream entry, which is a huge advantage of this method indeed. 

This way, the potentially nerve-wracking drama right before stream entry (1st enlightenemnt stage), 

that is associated with the rising of the Seven Factors of Enlightenment (Bojjhangas), can be reduced. 

When the Bojjhangas rise up, it can get challenging for the spiritual practitioner, so that even several 

nights of massive sleep-deprivation can be the consequence. 

 

The Seven Factors of Enlightenment (Bojjhangas) are: 

 

Mindfulness (Sati) 

Investigation (dhamma vicaya) 

Energy (Viriya) 

Joy (Piti) 

Tranquility (Passadhi) 

Concentration (Samadhi) 

Equanimity (Uppekha) 

 

These rise up to the maximum often before stream entry (1st enlightenment stage) is reached. 

This is especially often the case if the person has a tendency to walk the enlightenment path in a 

dramatic-heroic manner, where the „goal“ of enlightenment is achieved through investing all of 

one’s inner resources and powers (instead of reaching it through total and complete relaxation). 

 

 

~ 

 

Back to Wabi as a method: 

 

In the beginning, Wabi will need to be pushed for a certain time. During the first months, it is 

therefore important to repeat Wabi over and over again without leaving long gaps. The pace of the 

repetition is linked to the breath: (breathing in, we say in our minds „Wa“, breathing out, „Bi“). 

Linking it to the breath makes it natural, yet when we start this practice, we still have to push 

ourselves to ceaselessly keep repeating. 

 

After a decent time full of steady repetition, the Wabi innerly takes over our everday-life and in 

tandem with formal meditation practice, the Wabi gains a certain momentum. It even begins to 



repeat itself on its own and we even don’t have to do anything for it.  

This can even cause the enlightenment factor Viriya (sanksrit: „energy/power“) to rise. For instance, 

a practitioner that repeats steadily for several minutes in a concentrated and mindful manner „Wabi“ 

during walking meditation for several minutes straight, can make the experience that an energetic 

force field creates itself underneath her or his feet and pulls her or him forward. 

This force field manifests spontaneously and one doesn’t seem to want to „disagree“ to be pulled 

forward, although one potentially could, because this would feel so unnatural. Thus, one goes on 

with the walking meditation and with being pulled forward until this force field disappears on its 

own. 

 

One more comment about the fact that „Wabi“ at some point will start to repeat itself 

autonomously: 

 

Nonone of my spiritual friends or teachers possesed the talent to evaluate this, yet we assume that 

probably Wabi even repeated itself during our sleep. This would be another major benefit of the 

method, since during sleep, you make spiritual progress thanks to the repetition of Wabi. You don’t 

have to do actively anything for it and because the ego-protection is much decreased during the 

relaxed state when we sleep, this progress affects us even deeper and we’re more receptive for Wabi 

and it’s beneficial effects. 

The aspect of the „self-repeating-mantra“ exposes also a disadvantage of the „Wabi“-method: It is in 

fact a question of one’s psychological stability, if the practitioner is able to bear hearing/having the 

„Wabi“ syllables in her or his mind, especially without his active intention. 

 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Is there an „answer“ to the question: „Who am I?“  

 

 

But what is then, you could ask, the „answer“ to the question „Who am I?“. 

 

The „answer“ is: Anatta, literally translated to Non-Self. On the experiantal level, we can say that 

stream entry as the first enlightenment stage is the „answer“ to „Who am I?“. 

 

Authentic enlightenment in fact is the same as looking through and dissolving the false ego. Through 

this act, the ego is seen as a mechanism and tool – and gets back to its functional place. Then, it can 

be used for planning, conventional decisions and similar things. On the other hand, the sick narcistic, 

arrogant, controlling and/or self-destructive actitivities of the ego fall away. 

 

The ego is the constantly repetetive pattern of criticism, fictitious mental time-travel; the ego is the 

origin of the dominant sense of separation and the mental printer for the label „I“. This pattern is an 

inner activity and no entity. If ego wouldn’t resist reality as it is, it would cease to (seemingly) exist. 

That’s why it’s so afraid of stillness.  

The ego-pattern pretends to be an entity, which it in fact isn’t, has never been and can never be. The 

„I“ these mechanisms fake-construct through egoic thoughts and feelings, can’t therefore be exactly 

defined and won’t survive any serious introspective investigation, because the „I“ is a fiction. 

It masks itself behind judgments and inner phantasms again and again anew, although the exact 

forms (this could be mental positions or ideas of man) it instrumentalizes, are subject to steady 



change and therefore can’t be a basis of an unchanging, solid identity. 

The core-belief „I“ is deeply embedded in almost every human and can’t be looked through easily 

without comprehensive spiritual practice in most cases. 

In spite of the illusory character of the ego, its activities and attachment to the forms respectively 

resistance against them, have real consequences. 

The forms the ego instrumentalizes can be people, academic titles, past trauma, possessions, political 

positions, eating habits, looks, intellect, the origin, individual skills and talents and many more. 

Almost always, a clarity with the forms the ego is instrumentalizing is missing in the person in 

question. 

 

Generally, we can say that as soon as someone has mixed up her or his identity with ego and lost 

touch with the buddha nature, suffering is the result.  

Indepently of the actual forms this ego chooses to attach itself on, the same psychological dynamics 

come to play, that all hold the risk of suffering in them: 

 

 

* A basic and unquenchable feeling of lack 

* Excercise of control (over people through manipulation, gaslighting, etc.)  

* Deminishing of the „other“ and overrating oneself, In-Group-Bias included. 

* Overlooking and ignoring the present moment as the only real time and only absolute at all 

*  Repetitive jumps in the mental constructed time, which don’t serve meaningful planning and 

remembering, but dysfunctional clining and fear 

* Creation and sustainment of a basic sense of separation, for instance through mental-emotional 

isolation or construction of inner enemy images  

* Any kind of hierarchical thinking  

* Draining energy from oneself and others 

* misue of power, arrogance, high-handedness 

* Inability for empathy and non-violent communication  

* creation of resistance against whatever the ego doesn’t want to experience 

* many different kinds of obsessive thinking and acting 

* etc. 

 

 

It is hopefully quite obvious that indeed the specific forms, which the ego uses and also in a sense, 

the repertoire of ego-tactics differ from ego to ego. Still, no ego is truly original. The catalogue of 

ego-activities is, after you see through the basic principles of it, limited, in fact. Many egos yet 

simulate an originality, which arises from the fictitious separation and associated fear (to don’t 

receive recognition from others, for instance). 

 

Again: The ego is no entity, but a mechanism. A mechanism of judgments, fictions, stories about 

oneself and „the world“ (which the ego can’t possibly truly know because of the limited information 

one has about it). 

 

The movement to enlightenment is two-sided: On the one hand, we move towards enlightenment, 

on the other hand, we wipe off the ego. This dismantling has the quality of a sitting down of ego, a 

looking through its patterns and modes of operation and finally results in freedom from the ego 

dictatorship. 

Enlightenment provides no gain at all and especially no heightened state, which elevates oneself 

above the world; instead, it is a reductionstic „experience“ (for lack of a better term!), which leads 



you back to reality as it is, without any veils. 

I want to add: If you want to realize enlightenment, you can’t fight fire with fire. This means that ego 

isn’t transcendended through resistance against egoic resistance, because this is still (egoic!) 

resistance. 

Instead, the invitation is to walk the Middle Path (as Buddha called it) and perform wholesome 

methods and use beneficial tools proven since thousands of years to lead to the goal. 

 

 

How do you know whether you are really enlightened / reached stream 

entry?  

 

 

The most important confirmation for that is your own, inner confirmation. Ask yourself in each 

moment, if you are free of ego and its limitations. Be, as Buddha put it, „your own refuge“. 

 

It is still more than helpful to sustain a healthy skepticism, even if you are deeply deeply convinced 

that you have reached stream entry or even further enlightenment stages. I recommend much to ask 

a (buddhistic) teacher, who can confirm your realization, for instance in Dokusan (private interview). 

 

In doubt, a correct interpretation of certain spiritual phenomena is difficult. A good friend of mine for 

instance was for several weeks straight in an Infinity-Jhana, in which his mind didn’t have a border. 

During this time, he felt permanently happy and was easy-going, when he drove his car, he even felt 

like he was floating through the air. 

 

However, this was no stream entry / enlightenment.  

 

It’s better to ask for an evaluation and consultation by a competent spiritual teacher. The danger of 

clinging to fading and ultimately uncontrollable states, which are in the end irrelevant to 

enlightenment, is too big.  

 

In the Rinzai-Zen tradition, you profit from regular meetings and Dokusan (interviews), which could 

be arranged once or twice a week. There, you can present your solution (or best take) to your current 

enlightenment question (Koan). In our case, this would be „Who am I?“ / „Wabi?“. Through this 

testing, the master can give helpful tips to the student, raise awareness for traps and provide 

valuable recommendations for the further practice. 

 

It must be said that „solutions“ to Koan, which our „Wabi“ is one of, really show us again the truly 

transcendental nature of enlightenment. Solutions and attempts for solutions to Koan in Dokusan are 

most often non-verbal and in any case beyond pure mental concepts. The „solutions“ arise from 

stillness, sometimes explosively-spontaneous, sometimes naturally-relaxed. They reflect the feature 

of consciousness that this particular Koan was „designed“ for. More on that topic can be studied and 

practiced by reading and following the Koan collections „Mumon-Kan“ and „Hekiganroku“. 

 

Through the „Wabi“-Kaon, we create a connection to Emptiness (Shunyata). Many people know the 

famous quote from the buddhist Heart Sutra: 

 

„Form is emptiness, emptiness is form.“ 

 



This quote contains the whole essence of buddhism, which I write about here to represent many, if 

not all, spiritual paths. 

Emptiness is primarily emptiness of self. Whoever realizes emptiness, is a Sotapanna, i.e. has reached 

the first enlightenment stage, stream entry. Is this the case, the person either will abruptly recognize 

it themselves (or, mostly common with softer forms of stream entry through total relaxation), will be 

able to intuitively show an answer to „Wabi“ / „Who am I?“, for instance in Dokusan. 

 

After reaching stream entry on the heroic path, it seems to some practitioners, that everything has 

drastically changed in an instance. Generally, they see much clearer than their „relaxation-collegues“, 

that every phenomenon is a projection of their own mind and that they indeed never move even an 

inch, even if they do it from a physical point of view. They see themselves to be always „here-now“, 

the particular shape of this eternal „here-now“ being a projection of their own mind. 

 

At the end, we cannot fall short of insisting that stream entry, that you could for instance reach 

through „Wabi“ / „Who am I?“, is not the end of the spiritual development. We even find that in the 

Heart-Sutra, which states: „Even who saw the absolute, is not fully enlightened yet“. 

 

The „experience“ of Anatta / Non-Self / Emptiness / Shunyata as the „solution“ to Wabi is the first 

little awakening. Why do I write „first little awakening“? Because there are several enlightenment 

stages, to be precise, four (Sotapanna, Sakadagami, Anagami, Arahant). 

This subdivision of enlightenment can not only be found in (Theravada-) buddhism, but in fact in 

similar forms in many other traditions, including Kabbala, tibetan buddhism and Zen.  

Reflecting the experiences of thousands of awakened beings througout history, the different 

enlightenment stages are much more than a dry scholastic-dogmatic concept; in fact they represent 

an alive and vibrant truth. 

Authentic reports of enlightenment can for instance be found in Philip Kapleaus „Three Pillars of 

Zen“, which is a classic volume. Modern resources for authentic exchange and realization of 

enlightenment are Daniel Ingrams Forum „Dharma Overground“ or certain Satsang teachers. 

Many readers aren’t yet aware of the valuable info that, indeed, every Zen-master and Satsang 

teacher, who offers Dokusan/Interviews/Satsang,  indirectly states through just offering it, that (s)he 

at least has realized one of the four enlightenment stages. 

 

As already said, there are many various ways to awaken and in addition to the masters own 

realization it’s critical to pay respect to the personal makeup of the student. Finally, we have to make 

clear that the path to enlightenment isn’t for everybody and that it truly can be a cumbersome path. 

 

Scores of members of the Arya-Sangha (those, who realized stream entry or beyond), are indeed 

broke, have no (perfect) relationsships, a less-then-suboptimal job and often many other difficulties.  

Stream entry as a first milestone and even total enlightenment won’t solve your everyday-life issues 

and won’t keep up to high expactations and clichés of the „enlightened superbeing“ (which is totally 

egoic and false anyway). 

Who loves to spend money mindlessly, who is totally chaotic or for instance shy, will stay like that 

even after enlightenment. Fundamental character traits remain untouched by enlightenment.  This 

way, from my point of view, the very sympathic humanness is preserved; in general, enlightenment 

has nothing to do with becoming a „better“, more moral, or even flawless human begin. To receive 

the stillness is, as incredible as it sounds, beyond being a human.  

 

 

 



 

 

~ 

 

Thanks to Jed McKenna, we got to know: 

 

Enlightenment is, when Neo escapes the matrix – and never ever believes in anything again, because 

he can’t possibly ever know, if the world he finds himself in, maybe is nothing more then just the 

next matrix. How could he know? 

 

Captain Ahab found enlightenment, when he killed Moby Dick, a metaphor for his giant ego, the 

marine voyage a hint to the spiritual path, where he leaves behind everything personal.  

 

When Alice in Wonderland starts to „get“, that being here is the same as being there; when she sees, 

that all people, including herself, are insane, she’s on her path to awakening. 

 

In the moment when Truman touches the border of his artificial world and sees that behind all that, 

behind all the acting and scenery of the world, there is nothing, he reaches stream entry. 

 

 

~ 

 

„What has total enlightenment given you?“,  they asked the Buddha. 

 

He explained: „Nothing. But let me tell you, what I lost through it: Hate, anger, doubt, insecurity and 

fear of old age, sickness and death“. 

 

~ 

 

May all beings reach the deepest peace: The recognition of their own mind. 

 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 
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